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Si Clause Project Rubric 

 

 

 

 Not Yet Yes But Yes Yes And Score 

Script  

 

Some but not 
all 
Does not 
contain the 
correct 
number of Si 
Clauses. 

Most but not all 
Contains 
correct number 
of Si Clauses, 
but not enough 
of each type.  

*10 minutes of content 
*at least 7 Si Clauses that use 
le présent in the Si Clause  
*at least 5 of these use le 
futur simple in the Main 
Clause  
*at least 2 of these use le 
présent or l’impératif in the 
Main Clause  
*at least 7 Si Clauses that use 
l’imparfait in the Si Clause  
 

Contains more 
than the required 
number of Si 
Clauses, and they 
are in other verb 
tenses not 
required (such as 

passé compose). 

 

Speaking 

 

Did not speak, 
or did not 
speak clearly 
enough to be 
understood. 

Errors in 
pronunciation, 
intonation, 
tone and/or 
gestures made 
portions of the 
presentation 
difficult to 
understand.  

Addressed audience 

appropriately during 

presentation using correct 

pronunciation, along with 

appropriate intonation, tone, 

and gestures.  

Completely correct 
pronunciation, 
intonation, tone 
and gestures 
and/or self-
corrects 
consistently.  

 

Grammar in 
presentation 
and visual aid 
(this category is 
most important 
and will count 
double) 

Multiple errors 
that indicate a 
lack of 
understanding 
of Si Clauses 
and/or verb 
tenses. 

Minor mistakes 
though still 
indicating an 
understanding 
of Si Clauses 
and/or verb 
tenses. 

Correctly uses Si Clauses with 
a variety of verb tenses in 
the main clause in sentences 
using correct grammar, both 
in writing and in oral 
presentation.  

Elegant and 
sophisticated use 
of Si Clauses and 
verb tenses that 
indicate near 
fluency in the 
language. 

 

Visual aid 
enhances and 
supports 
understanding 
of oral 
presentation 

Visual aid 
doesn’t relate 
well to 
presentation.  

Visual aid is 
sometimes 
unclear. 

Visual aid is furthers 

audience understanding of 

the presentation. 

Visual aid helps 
explain the oral 
content and takes 
audience learning 
to a level beyond 
the oral 
presentation. 

 

      

    TOTAL SCORE:   

 

The criteria come from the indicators I identified earlier.  The “script” 

criteria is from the instructions for the task and is meant to simply 

check to make sure they did everything they were supposed to do.  

Later I will change these 

column headings to:  1, 

2, 3, 4 

 

The criteria are more fully described in the 

assignment instructions, so the students 

know what they are being asked to do.    

A student can earn as many as 8 points for this criterion 


